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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?
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Will TZM’s next Jared Lee Loughner kill Fresco & Meadows ?

I was wondering since this split has happened and  all the TZM nutters have been
slapped in the face and told by their real gurus that they know nothing, then they

should leave TZM and that fake guru who knows nothing Merola  immediately, hand
over all their personal cash to TVP and work for free. Well I was wondering if the

next Jared Lee Loughner from the cult will take offense to this and start a mindless
vendetta against them, a warpath of vengeance showing them that the conspiracy

theories they hold to be the truth outweigh their miserable dream city.
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Lord knows that there are a handful of current TZM nutters who are potential Jared
Lee Loughners, Doug Mallette, Galinor Gustave spring to mind right away, both of

these have been shown to be violent on YouTube whilst representing the venus
project and zeitgeist cult.

What do you all think ?

Who will be the next Jared Lee Loughner from their cult ranks?

And will they kill Fresco and Meadows?
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.
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1. Definitly an interesting question to pose.One can only wonder if this question is running through the heads of those two muppets

Shane Nolan said this on April 22, 2011 at 11:24 am | Reply
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